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bstract

In this study, new temperature monitoring method for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) was proposed, and the demonstration using micro-tubular
OFCs has done. The fabricated micro-tubular SOFCs were operated under the two different conditions, and polarization during the power generation
as measured. The cell resistance as a function temperature was also measured. Based on the temperature dependence of cell resistance and the

easured ohmic drop during the power generation, the cell temperature was estimated. The estimated cell temperature clearly depended on operation

ondition and increased with increasing of the current density. The estimated cell temperature was also in nearly proportion to the temperature which
as measured by a thermocouple, and it was conformed that this temperature monitoring method by electrochemical technique certainly functioned.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are one of the promising
ower generation devices. Although a weak point for SOFCs was
reviously considered to be startability, Kendall and co-workers
1] reported that micro-tubular SOFCs have high thermal shock
esistance and rapid startability. It is now known that small tubu-
ar design and lowering operation temperature enable SOFCs to
ave rapid startability. Since electrode-supported micro-tubular
OFCs can show good performance even at 500–650 ◦C [2–5],
idely applications, which are not only for the stationary but

lso for the mobile, are expected.
One of the issues for such micro-tubular SOFCs is ohmic loss

hen collecting current. It was reported that the tubular length
nd thickness of high performance micro-tubular SOFCs are

ritical for the cell performance even when Ni–Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ

CGO), which has conductivity of 103 S cm−1 or higher, was
ntroduced as a material for the supporting tube [4]. Since such
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icro-tubular SOFCs are able to generate high power for small
ell volume, Joule heat along the current pass will be enhanced.
n our previous study, the reduction of ohmic resistance was
bserved in a micro-tubular SOFC during the power generation
5]. In the experiment, change in ohmic resistance at OCV was
ot observed before and after the power generation. Therefore,
e concluded the ohmic resistance change with the increasing
f current was caused by heat generation.

During the power generation of such micro-tubular SOFCs,
he heat management will be important issue for the system
eliability. The use of thermocouples for temperature monitor-
ng is one of common techniques. However, it does not always
eflect actual cell temperature. Especially, in case of the micro-
ubular SOFCs, the attachable parts with thermocouples are very
imited, and the attachment of thermocouples will be more dif-
cult in stuck or bundle structure. Moreover, the presence of

hermocouples will influence the gas flow, temperature balance
nd so on. Simulation is another important technique to know
eat-balance in SOFCs, but it is not for actual cell temperature

onitoring.
In this study, we carried out the estimation of cell tempera-

ure using electro-chemical technique as a new cell temperature
onitoring method for SOFCs. Anode-supported micro-tubular

mailto:shinichi@criepi.denken.or.jp
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ig. 1. Cell dependence of change in IR drop during the power generation. Cell
(open): low heat-generated cell (no change in the cell temperature). Cell 2

filled): high heat-generated cell (drastic change in the cell temperature).

OFCs were operated under the two different conditions. Addi-
ionally, polarization during the power generation was measured,
nd the ohmic loss as a function of current density was con-
rmed for each condition. Finally, change in cell temperature
as estimated based on the temperature dependence of cell resis-

ance and the measured ohmic potential drop during the power
eneration.

. Electrochemical temperature measurement technique

By polarization measurement, it is possible that the potential
rop in the power generation test is divided into two factors,
he ohmic potential drop and electrode over-potential [6]. Fig. 1
hows two examples of change in ohmic potential drop dur-
ng the power generation. It is usually believed that the ohmic
otential drop as a function of current (or current density) is lin-
ar according to Ohm’s law as in the case of cell 1 (open dot) in
ig. 1. However, if the cell resistance is relatively high compared

o current level, or the cell structure has difficulty in quick heat

adiation, the cell will lose the linearity between ohmic poten-
ial drop and current due to change in cell temperature with heat
eneration (cell 2, filled dots in Fig. 1). It is considered that this
hange in ohmic potential drop can be applied to cell temperature
onitoring.

3

f
t

ig. 2. The cell temperature estimation by electrochemical technique. (a) Step 1: pol
tep 2: cell temperature estimation from cell ohmic resistance Rohm as a function of t
r Sources 181 (2008) 244–250 245

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the cell temperature
stimation by electrochemical technique. First, polarization of
he cell during power generation is measured by impedance

ethod or current interruption method (Fig. 2(a)). The ohmic
otential drop as a function of current is obtained and the ohmic
esistance at each current is calculated. Secondary, the tempera-
ure dependence of the cell resistance at OCV or in low current
ensity region where the ohmic potential drop follows Ohm’s
aw is measured, and the graph as shown in Fig. 2(b) will be
lotted. By applying the change in ohmic resistance in Fig. 2(a)
nd (b), the cell temperature as a function of current will be
stimated.

. Experimental

.1. Cell fabrication and cell structure

For the evaluation, anode-supported ScSZ electrolyte micro-
ubular cells were fabricated as shown in Fig. 3(a) [5]. The
ell dimensions are 1.8 mm in diameter, 50 mm in length
nd 1.75 cm2 in cathode area, and the cell configuration
as La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSCF)–Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ (CGO)

athode/CGO buffer layer/(ZrO2)0.89–(Sc2O3)0.1–(CeO2)0.01
10ScSZ) electrolyte/Ni–10ScSZ anode. CGO buffer layer was
ormed between the LSCF–CGO cathode and 10ScSZ elec-
rolyte due to better chemical compatibility. Fig. 3(b) shows
he reflection electron microscope (REM) image for the cross
ection of the prepared cell after reducing on the anode. 10ScSZ
ense electrolyte layer was successfully formed by co-firing with
ore-controlled NiO–10ScSZ substrate tube at 1400 ◦C. The
GO buffer layer and LSCF–CGO cathode layer were prepared
t 1200 ◦C and 1050 ◦C, respectively. The CGO buffer layer
as not densified, and the average grain size of CGO was ca.
.2 �m. The thickness of cathode, buffer layer, electrolyte and
node were approximately 30 �m, <1 �m, 10 �m, and 250 �m,
espectively.

.2. Electrochemical measurement
The electrochemical measurements have done under two dif-
erent conditions as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4. The both ends of
he prepared cell were connected to the dedicated cell holder with

arization measurement and calculation of ohmic resistance at each current. (b)
emperature.
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Fig. 3. Test cell structure. (a) Outlook and (b) cross section of the cell observed by reflection electron microscopic (REM) image (after reduction of anode).

Table 1
Measurement conditions

Conditions Condition A (open cathode mode) Condition B (air supply mode)

Fuel concentration and flow rate 100% H2, 60 ml min−1 31% H2/N2, 145 ml min−1 (H2: 45 ml min−1; N2: 100 ml min−1)
Humidify temperature of fuel Room temperature ←
Air flow rate Air exposure 145 ml min−1

Current collection (anode side) Pt wire + Pt paste (partial, only for contacting the wire) ←
C rtial, o
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urrent collection (cathode side) Cathode material + Pt wire + Ag paste (pa
contacting the wire)

eramic sealing material (Toagosei, Aron Ceramic C and CC,
apan) for fuel supply to the anode. The cathode was exposed
o air in condition A, while air was actively supplied to cathode
n condition B. Moreover, better current collection at cathode
ide was introduced for condition B as shown in Fig. 4. Pt wire
wisted around cathode and Ag paste was used only for contact-
ng part between Pt wire and cathode in condition A. On the
ther hand, Pt paste was applied to the allover the cathode area,
nd Pt net was bound on the surface using Pt wire in condition
.

The temperature was controlled by a furnace with a PID con-
roller, and the furnace temperature was monitored by a K-type
hermo-couple. The setting furnace temperature was previously
ompensated for the temperature difference from the actual cell
etting part. In condition B, another K-type thermo-couple was
et near by the micro-tubular cell for cell temperature observa-
ion, and the tip of the thermo-couple was located the central
art of the cell with ca. 2 mm distance.
The polarization during the power generation was measured
y current interruption method [6,7]. A current pulse generator
Nikko-keisoku, NCPG-105S, Japan) was used as a electric load
nd the pulse source. An electrometer (Hokuto-denko, HC-104,

c
(
t
h

Fig. 4. The set-up deference betw
nly for Cathode material + Pt paste (all over) + Pt net + Pt wire

apan) which has high input resistance, 1011 �, was connected to
he potential sensing terminals. Via this electrometer, potential
ulse was observed using an oscilloscope (Agilent Technology,
SO3152A, USA), and ohmic drop of the cell was measured.
The cell resistance as a function of temperature was also

easured by current interruption method at each condition. To
void the influence of heat generation, the cell resistance was
easured below 100 mA.

. Results and discussion

.1. Power generation and polarization properties under
wo different conditions

Fig. 5 shows the power generation properties of the developed
ell at (a) condition A (open cathode mode) and (b) B (air supply
ode). Open circuit voltage (OCV) in condition A was slightly

igher than that in condition B since the fuel concentration in

ondition A (100% H2) was higher than that in condition B
31% H2/N2). In both conditions, the OCVs almost according
o theoretical values. The power density in condition A was
igher than that in condition B at low current density region.

een conditions “A” and “B”.
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Fig. 5. Power generation curves of the micro-tubular cell at (a) co

owever, the power density in condition B became higher than
hat in condition A over around 0.5 A cm−2 in spite of lower fuel
upply. Maximum power density at 650 ◦C in condition B was
.68 W cm−2 (at 2.6 A cm−2, Uf = 78%) while that in condition
was 0.3 W cm−2 (at 1.2 A cm−2, Uf = 18%).
Fig. 6 shows area specific ohmic resistances and polarization

esistances in each condition as a function of current density.
n the region of low current density, polarization resistance was
ery high in both conditions (Fig. 6(b)–(d)). This result suggests

ctivation polarization resistance is the main factor of potential
rop for this cell. In spite of low ohmic resistance and enough
ir supply to cathode, the polarization resistance of condition B
as higher than that of condition A in the low current density

m
t
l
i

ig. 6. Ohmic and polarization resistances as functions of current density. Change in
nd (d) polarization resistances at condition B.
n A (open cathode mode) and (b) condition B (air supply mode).

egion. This result was probably influenced by anodic polariza-
ion. In condition B, H2 concentration was controlled by N2.
he presence of N2 on anode surface may cause high anodic
olarization of condition B at the low current density range. On
he other hands, it is considered that the contribution of cathode
ide in activation polarization is also very high although it is
nknown which electrode has higher contribution on the polar-
zation. Using the same cell, the cathode modification has done
y silver dispersion to LSCF–CGO cathode, and the cathode

odified cell showed the dramatic reduction of initial poten-

ial drop. It is suggested that the polarization resistance in the
ow current density region was caused not only by anodic polar-
zation but also by cathodic one. In the region of high current

(a) ohmic and (b) polarization resistances at condition A. Change in (c) ohmic
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ig. 7. Temperature dependence of cell ohmic resistance measured by current
nterruption method at low current region (<100 mA).

ensity, the polarization resistance in condition A was slightly
igher than that in condition B. It was caused by inadequate air
upply in condition A, and the slight difference of polarization
esistance was caused large difference in the potential drop.

The ohmic resistance in condition B (Fig. 6(a)) was lower
han that in condition A (Fig. 6(c)) due to better current collec-
ion on cathode side. In the imperceptible current region, below
00 mA, i.e. current density 0.057 A cm−2, the ohmic potential
rop as a function of current density was linear in both condi-
ions, i.e. the ohmic resistance was constant, and change in cell
emperature was not occur. However, the linearity between the
hmic potential drop and current density had already been lost
round 0.1 A cm−2, and an increase in current density cased a
ecrease in the ohmic resistances in the both conditions. Espe-
ially, the ohmic resistance in condition A vastly reduced with
urrent density increase. It means that the cell temperature in
ondition A was easy to get high during the power generation
ompared with that in condition B.

.2. The cell temperature estimation by electrochemical
echnique
For electrochemical temperature estimation, the tempera-
ure dependence of the cell resistance was measured by current
nterruption method below 100 mA as shown in Fig. 7. The
ell resistance was conformed not only by current interruption

c

f
r

Fig. 8. The cell temperature estimated by electrochemical technique. (a) Con
r Sources 181 (2008) 244–250

ethod but also by impedance method at OCV using impedance
nalyzer (Solartron 1255WB, UK). It was conformed that there
s no difference in data between these measurement methods.
btained ohmic resistance at each current density in Fig. 6(a)

nd (c) was applied to Fig. 7, and the cell temperature was esti-
ated from the ohmic resistance. The cell resistance in higher

emperature region came from extrapolation. Fig. 8 shows the
stimated cell temperature in (a) condition A and (b) condition
. In condition A, the estimated cell temperature was very high,
nd it showed over 1000 ◦C around the shunt current density
lthough the preset temperature was just 600 ◦C or 650 ◦C. In
ontrast to the result in condition A, the estimated temperature
n condition B gently increased with current density increase.
he difference of estimated temperature between two condi-

ions would be caused by the differences in current collection
nd the air flow. In condition A, poor current collection, i.e.
igh ohmic resistance including contact resistance between Pt
ire and the cathode, probably caused heat generation from rel-

tively low current region while poor air supply most likely
aused additional heat generation in the high current density
ide. Even in condition B, the cell temperature was enhanced
o pre-set temperature plus ca. 100 ◦C during the power genera-
ion tests. Since such anode supported micro-tubular SOFCs can
enerate high power in spite of the small cell size, even small
esistances, i.e. ohmic and polarization resistance, will easily
ause Joule heat according to Q = Ri2t. At the same time, such
icro tube cell geometry will also interfere with the heat radia-

ion. These several factors probably caused the cell temperature
nhancement.

In condition B, a thermo-couple was set near by the micro-
ubular cell for comparison to this electrochemical technique.
ig. 9 shows (a) correlation of the temperature estimated by
lectrochemical technique with the temperature measured by the
hermocouple in condition B and (b) photo for positional relation
etween measured cell and the thermo-couple. The temperature
stimated by electrochemical technique (Teletrochem) was almost
roportional to the temperature measured by the thermo-couple
TTC) although it was not in direct proportion to each other.
eletrochem is higher than TTC, and 10 ◦C increase in Teletrochem

orresponded to ca. 2.5 ◦C increase in TTC.

Since the thermocouple keeps a little distance (ca. 2 mm)
rom the cell as shown in Fig. 9(b), it is expected that Teletrochem
eflects more direct information from the cell and is close to real

dition A (open cathode mode) and (b) condition B (air supply mode).
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ig. 9. (a) Correlation of estimated temperatures by electrochemical technique w
he measured cell and thermo-couple.

ell temperature. However, Teletrochem also contains the severall
ncertainties. In these experiments, the cell resistance in higher
emperature region, i.e. over 700 ◦C, was obtained by extrapo-
ation as shown in Fig. 7. It means that the data reliability of
eletrochem in Figs. 8 and 9 may be not enough in higher temper-
ture region although the tendency will not change. For better
stimation, the cell resistance should be measured until the pre-
ictable maximum temperature during the power generation.
he energization effect [8] and degradation [9] are also impor-

ant factors for the precise measurement using this technique.
n this experiment, data reproducibility was roughly conformed
nd the energization effect and degradation were not observed.
owever, if change in the cell status is caused by energization

ffect and/or degradation after cell resistance measurement as a
unction of temperature, the data reliability will lower.

Influence of leak current and significant changes in the poten-
ials on electrode surfaces will be also issues for this technique.
ince LSCF cathode has PO2 dependence in the conductiv-

ty [10,11], change in the cell resistance will be caused by
iffusion/concentration over-potential on cathode side. More-
ver, the electrons instead of oxide ions will start to conduct
n 10ScSZ/CGO electrolyte under the condition in which high
urrent is applied, and oxygen supply is not enough as high cur-
ent density side in Fig. 8(a). Therefore, data reliability on high
urrent side in condition A, must be low even if the cell resis-
ance at the high temperature was measured for the more precise
stimation.

Even supposing that this technique contains these difficul-
ies, it will be very effective for cell temperature management
ue to direct information from real operating cells. Especially, in
ase of the micro-tubular SOFCs, this technique will effectively
ring temperature information in a cell located at the place where
he attachment of thermocouples is difficult. Some weak points
ould be overcome by the operational techniques. It seems to
e difficult to avoid the energization effects and/or degrada-
ion completely for any kind of SOFCs. However, the influence

f this problem can be minimized by regular re-measurement
f temperature dependence of the cell resistance if the time
ependence of these effects is no so drastic. The influence of
iffusion/concentration over-potential in high current density

A

t

e temperatures measured by the thermo-couple. (b) Positional relation between

egion would be detected from IV curve and/or polarization
easurement by ac impedance method [6,12]. If the reaction

tarts to show the concentration/diffusion-limited process, we
ill realize that the reliability of estimated temperature must

tart to lower. However, in usual SOFC power generation as con-
ition “B” at around 0.5 A cm−2, the cell ohmic resistance will
asically depend solely on the temperature and the reasonable
stimated temperature would be indicated.

For suitable temperature indication, the positioning for the
otential sensing terminals will be also important. In this study,
e just put these terminals as shown in Fig. 4. By connection
f another pair of the potential sensing terminals near current
erminals, the indication reliability can be improve since the cell
emperature information on electric load side will be obtained
y the same temperature observation technique. In the future,
y some improvements for operational techniques and terminal
ositioning and wide verification in different situations, it is
robably possible to apply this technique to cell bundles and
odules.

. Conclusion

We proposed new temperature observation method using
lectrochemical technique, and demonstrated using micro-
ubular SOFCs. The fabricated micro-tubular SOFCs were
perated under the two different conditions, and polarization
uring the power generation was measured. Cell resistance as
function temperature was also measured under fuel cell con-
itions. Based on the temperature dependence of cell resistance
nd the measured ohmic drop during the power generation, the
ell temperature was estimated. The estimated cell temperature
ncreased with increasing of the current density and was in nearly
roportion to the temperature which was measured by a thermo-
ouple. Therefore, we concluded this method was effective for
emperature management of micro-tubular structured SOFCs.
cknowledgements
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